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VSTO(Visual Studio Tools for Office),WPF,LINQ TO SQL 为开发工具,C#为开发




































This system is based on the demand for development of a apparel foreign trade 
company. Because the company needs to deal with a large number of Orders, each 
Order involves every form to fill out the audit, so there are a lot of forms need to fill 
in and Management, it takes a lot of manpower material resources. Therefore, how to 
apply existing technology to realize scientific Management informatization, and 
dictionaries is an important part in the development of enterprises. 
Enterprise is a web-based Order Management system, follow the Order 
Management rules and characteristics, through the Information means, Design and 
development of the enterprise Management platform. Order Management system is 
TO use C/S architecture model, using VSTO, WPF, LINQ TO SQL for development 
tools for the development of C # language and SQL Server as the database. 
This system has a high content of science and technology, Information, operation 
simple and convenient, cost is low wait for an advantage, but also to alleviate the 
pressure of the enterprise Management, reduce the company cost. An Order is easy to 
use, efficient enterprise Management platform can make the enterprise employees 
through the click of a mouse, keyboard easily we can quickly to finish his work. This 
way of work convenient, quick, save time and effort, the enterprise Order 
Management system for the enterprise provides a convenient, fast, time and energy, 
and cost Management platform. 
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